Seeking a second opinion: do patients need a second opinion when practice guidelines exist?
Patients often search for a second opinion (i.e., a search for additional information on the diagnosis and/or treatment options and the potential prognosis, which will help the patient decide what to do or not to do, where, with whom and how). The scope of this phenomenon is not well documented. Also it is not clear if this is warranted or not. This paper aims to explore whether knowing that his clinician follows practice guidelines eliminates the need of a patient's to seek a second opinion. Given that practice guidelines should allow each patient to benefit from the best current clinical evidence, one might wonder if in such a context a second opinion is still necessary, and if so, for what reasons? We review the literature to find the reasons that may prompt a patient to seek a second opinion before the implementation of practice guidelines. We then analyse, from a conceptual point of view, whether for 'informed patient' (i.e., one who knows about and understands practice guidelines) these reasons still hold after the implementation of practice guidelines and if new reasons for seeking a second opinion have emerged. We also discuss practical limitations to searching for a second opinion. We show that even if some reasons, like the search for a second opinion to check whether the treatment prescribed by the first physician is appropriate or not, can be questioned after the implementation of practice guidelines, an 'informed patient' may still wish to seek a second opinion stemming from new reasons which have emerged after the introduction of practice guidelines, e.g., to determine which practice guidelines his physician follows and whether they are appropriate to his case. We conclude that the implementation of practice guidelines will not eliminate the need for a second opinion consultation. On the contrary, the use of guidelines can even stimulate a broader request for second opinions. This conclusion however needs to be validated in an empirical study.